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Boost Mobile Adds New Samsung Galaxy Z Flip4, Galaxy Z Fold4, and A23 5G
to Device Lineup
The next generation of groundbreaking foldable smartphones – Samsung Galaxy Z Flip4
and Galaxy Z Fold4 – are available now
The slim and stylish Samsung A23 5G is available starting today

Boost Mobile announced today three new additions to its existing Samsung device portfolio: Galaxy Z
Flip4, Galaxy Z Fold4, and A23 5G. Boost Mobile offers the best value in no-contract wireless and with
the Samsung A23 5G and Galaxy Z series on America’s largest 5G networks, Boost Mobile customers
are more empowered than ever.

The Galaxy Z Flip4 and Galaxy Z Fold4 feature foldable display form factors, tailored experiences, and
upgraded performance. Now in its fourth generation, Galaxy Z series continues to break from
convention to deliver new, impactful interactions that enhance everyday life.

The Galaxy A23 5G offers Samsung’s latest innovations at a great value, for a smooth, secure, and
entertaining mobile experience. 

PRICING

Samsung Galaxy A23 5G: full retail price $299.99
Samsung Galaxy Z Flip4 :  full retail price $999.99
Samsung Galaxy Z Fold4 : full retail price $1799.99 

FEATURES

Galaxy A23 5G

It’s easy to stay connected to the people and content you love with Galaxy A23 5G. Beautifully
capture the moments that mean the most with an incredibly detail-oriented wide lens. The infinite
display makes playing your favorite games an edge-to-edge experience, and, with virtually lag-free
5G¹ and a long-lasting battery, you’ll beat your high score in no time. 

6.6" FHD+ LCD infinity-V Display² with 120Hz adaptive refresh rate 
Front Camera 8MP
Main Quad Camera

50MP Main Camera
5MP Ultra Wide Camera
2MP Macro Camera
2MP Depth Camera

Snapdragon 695 5G Octa-core processor
5,000mAh battery
4GB RAM | 64GB Storage (Up to 1TB on microSD card³)

Galaxy Z Flip4

The Galaxy Z Flip4 builds on the success of Samsung’s iconic form factor, adding key features,
including an upgraded camera experience, a larger battery⁴ and expanded customization, while
maintaining its ultra-compact design. 

Main Screen: 6.7-inch FHD+⁵ Dynamic AMOLED 2X screen with 120Hz adaptive refresh rate
Cover Screen: 1.9-inch Super AMOLED Display⁶
Cameras:

10MP Selfie Camera (front camera)
12MP Ultra Wide Camera (rear dual camera) and 12MP Wide-angle Camera

Snapdragon 8+ Gen 1 processor (up to 3.2 GHz)
3,700 mAh dual battery⁷



8GB RAM | 128GB internal storage⁸

Galaxy Z Fold4

The Galaxy Z Fold4 opens up new possibilities for users by delivering Samsung’s most comprehensive
smartphone experience to-date, offering shape-shifting design, immersive displays and PC-like
multitasking features, in addition to advanced camera technology and powerful mobile processors.

Main Screen: 7.6-inch QXGA+⁹  Dynamic AMOLED 2X screen with 120Hz adaptive refresh rate 
Cover Screen: 6.2-inch HD+¹⁰ Dynamic AMOLED 2X Display with 120Hz adaptive refresh rate
Cameras:

10MP Selfie Camera (cover camera)
12MP Ultra Wide Camera (rear triple camera) and 50MP Wide-angle Camera and 10MP
Telephoto Camera 

Snapdragon 8+ Gen 1 processor (up to 3.2 GHz)
4,400mAh dual battery¹⁰
12GB RAM | 256GB internal storage¹¹

AVAILABILITY

Samsung Galaxy Z Flip4 is available now online at my.boostmobile.com and in most Boost Mobile
locations. Samsung Galaxy Z Flip4 is available with 128GB memory in colors Bora Purple (online only)
or Graphite. Samsung Galaxy Z Fold4 is available with 256GB memory in Phantom Black at Boost
Mobile online. A23 5G is available in black today at my.boostmobile.com and in most Boost Mobile
locations beginning September 6.

For more details on pricing and data plans, please visit my.boostmobile.com

For more details on Samsung products, please visit Samsung.com. 

¹Requires optimal 5G network connection.
²Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.6" in the full rectangle and 6.4" accounting for the rounded
corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and camera lens.
³MicroSD card sold separately.
⁴Compared to Galaxy Z Flip3 5G
⁵Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Flip4's Main Screen size is 6.7" in the full rectangle and 6.6" with
accounting for the rounded corners; actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners and
camera hole.
⁶Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Flip4's Cover Screen size is 1.9" in the full rectangle and 1.8" with
accounting for the rounded corners; actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners.
⁷Compared to Galaxy Z Flip3 5G. Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical
value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery
samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 3,595mAh. Actual battery life
may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and other factors.
⁸Availability may vary by market or channel. Actual storage space may vary by market, model, file
size and format.
⁹Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Fold4’s Main Screen size is 7.6" in the full rectangle and 7.4" with
accounting for the rounded corners; actual viewable area is less due to the rounded corners.
¹⁰Measured diagonally, Galaxy Z Fold4's Cover Screen size is 6.2" in a full rectangle and 6.1"
accounting for the rounded corners. The actual viewable area is smaller due to the rounded corners
and camera hole.
¹¹Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average
value considering the deviation in battery capacity among the battery samples tested under IEC
61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 4275mAh. Actual battery life may vary depending on
network environment, usage patterns and other factors
¹²Availability may vary by market or channel. Actual storage space may vary by market, model, file
size and format.
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